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Mr. S. Durgaprasad
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Bahwan CyberTek Group

Mr. S. Durgaprasad (DP) is the Co-Founder, Director and Group Chief Executive Officer of the Bahwan
CyberTek Group, a global provider of digital transformation products and services. His proven track record
encompasses over three decades of accomplishments in leadership positions at various organizations.
Acknowledged as an Executive Entrepreneur and a people-centric leader, DP’s ingenuity and acumen for
entering, understanding and creating new markets have been instrumental in elevating Bahwan CyberTek
Group's standing in the global IT landscape. His hands-on leadership has carried the organization from
strength to strength, facilitating its growth, and recording a revenue of over $290 M. Today, BCT stands as
a 3000+ member-strong organization, catering to over 1000 global customers.
DP’s deep understanding of the market and his passion for creating a world-class IP-driven organization
has led to the launch of BCT’s flagship product suites, joint ventures and multiple global business initiatives.
A firm believer of connected innovation, with a blend of strategic long-term vision and an eye on operational
short-term goals, DP has created nine subsidiaries and three Joint Ventures – JVs with DHL (BahwanDHL), Oman Government (Infoline) and TelBru (Comquest) – with multiple business initiatives across USA,
ME, India and the Far East.
His thought leadership initiative between BCT and the global major DHL, to form a 4th Party Logistics (4PL)
organization for Petroleum Development Oman (Shell Subsidiary), is the first of its kind in the Middle East
region. DP entered into a strategic partnership with TIBCO, to help scale the company’s operations in the
Middle East & North Africa, India and Pakistan regions.
DP’s vision of creating a world-class IP-driven organization led to BCT creating award-winning products
that have been built to accelerate the digital transformation journeys of organizations in the areas of
Predictive Analytics, Digital Experience and Digital Supply Chain Management, leveraging BCT’s strong
capability in Big Data Analytics, Mobility, UXM, AI & Machine Learning platforms. Delivering
transformational value across industry domains such as Energy, Oil & Gas, Banking and Financial Services,
Telecom, Healthcare, Government and Retail, BCT has a global footprint in twenty countries across North
America, Middle East, Far East, Africa and Asia.
His quest for ensuring the highest quality standards has steered BCT towards the most elite of global quality
certifications and multiple industry accolades.
Under his leadership, the BCT Group has received a number of Awards and Recognitions from leading
organizations and technology forums such as Red Herring’s Top 100 Technology Companies in APAC,
Deloitte’s Technology Fast 500 Asia Pacific & Fast 50 companies in India for 4 years and 3 years in a row,
NASSCOM innovation award, Oracle’s Business Excellence Award; TIBCO Strategic Partner Award, India
Wind Energy Forum Awards, Contact Center World Awards, Express IT Awards, IMC IT award for best
enterprise-class product and Brands of India Award, to name a few.
In 2017 and 2018, BCT was featured in two case studies by Stanford Graduate School of Business titled,
“Bahwan CyberTek in 2017 & Beyond” and “Bahwan CyberTek In 2018: Developing dt360”. This makes
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Bahwan CyberTek the only company from the region to be featured by Stanford University. Going further
BCT’s case study has been included in the curriculum for Management Studies in Stanford in Palo Alto
USA and also listed in HBS.
DP’s own meritorious career has witnessed several highlights and acknowledgments, including the
recognition by his Alma mater – CEG Chennai, as an “Illustrious Alumni”, in 2015; the Who's Who Historical
Society for “demonstrating exemplary professional achievement and for his distinguished contribution to
the IT community”; a feature in the '30 Top Business Leaders Of Oman' by the Oman Establishment for
Press, Publication and Advertising (OEPPA); and the title of 'Social Innovation Entrepreneur' from the Asian
CIO Leadership Group. He has also been ranked amongst the Top 100 Most Influential CEOs of Oman, for
several years successfully.
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